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EXCHANGE SCIENTIST WITH THE 9TH
SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION

John D. Jacobs*

Introduction

Under the agreement between the Governments of the U.S.S.R. and the
United States for the mutual exchange of scientific personnel at ant-
arctic stations, the author spent the year 1964 working at Vostok Sta-
tion. Simultaneously, a Soviet geophysicist, V. S. Ignatov, was
working at Byrd Station.

The author's program,developed at the Geophysical Institute of the Uni-
versity of Alaska and sponsored by the National Science Foundation, was
the investigation of very low frequency, natural radio emissions and
kindred phenomena. A second project was the establishment and opera-
tion of a receiving station as part of the antarctic-wide system for
measuring solar proton fluxes by the forward-scatter technique.
Duplicate records were to be made at the station.

Location

Vostok Station is located at 78021'51"S, 10649 T 51T? E. It is about
1,11.00 kilometers inland at an elevation of 3,420 meters. The location
is of interest to geophysical investigations as it is in the proximity
of the South Geomagnetic Pole. The climate of the region is charac-
terized by extreme cold, light winds, and negligible precipitation.

Station Layout

The Vostok Station complex consists of a main building, a magnetic pa-
vilion, radiosonde tracking hut, balloon launch shed, a hut housing
U. S. experiments, and various storage huts. The major part of the
station equipment and activities are centered in the main building,
which is made up of a number of preconstructed huts joined together.
The building was considerably modified in 1963. The attached floor
plan indicates its present appearance.

The equipment for the VLF, forward-scatter, and related experiments are
housed in a Jamesway hut and wanigan located about 15 meters from the
main building. This location was chosen to minimize electrical inter-
ference from the generators.

* Geophysical Institute of the University of Alaska; presently at the
Radiophysi cs Laboratory, Dartmouth College.
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Heating

Heating of the main building and radiosonde tracking hut are by a cir-
culating hot water system connected to the diesel generators. This
provides comfortable temperatures year round in all rooms but the dining
room, which is near freezing during the coldest periods. The magnetic
pavilion is heated electrically. The Jamesway is heated by an oil-fed
space heater, but has provisions for electrical heating also.

Electrical System

The three-phase, 220 volt, 50 cycles electrical power is provided by
diesel generators. During 1964, the power supply was a Ch-2, two-
cylinder model rated at 12 k y-a, which provided about 8 kva at the alti-
tude of Vostok. Two generators were kept operational and run alter-
nately, usually for twelve hours each except during periods of antici-
pated heavy loading, when both were run simultaneously.

The electrical system was overloaded during the entire year, and nearly
all experiments were affected by generally low line voltages fluctu-
ating as much as thirty per cent in amplitude and five per cent in fre-
quency. New and larger diesel generators were scheduled to be in-
stalled early in 1965.

Personnel

The wintering party at Vostok in 1964 consisted of fourteen men:
twelve Soviets, a Czech, and an American. This group was made up of
the station leader, a doctor, three mechanics-drivers, a cook, a mag-
netician, an aerologist, a meteorologist, two electronics technicians,
a radioman, and two physicists.

Support and Supply

Vostok Station is supplied by aircraft and by sledge train, both ope-
rating from Mirnyy Station. In 1964, approximately twenty flights were
made by IL-12 and IL-l )-i- aircraft, which carry a 700 kilogram payload.
All heavy items, fuel, and non-perishable food-stuffs are brought in by
tractor. The A.T.T. tractor, a modified military vehicle pulling from
twenty to thirty tons, is used in the traverse.

A sledge train arrived early in January, 1964, and departed in mid-
February. This particular return traverse carried a Soviet-French
glaciological team. The next supply train arrived at Vostok in early
December with fuel and supplies for 1965.

Air flights were terminated in mid-March, and resumed early in November.
In addition to Soviet flights from Mirnyy, a total of six flights were
made to Vostok in 1964 by U. S. Navy LC-130 aircraft from McMurdo for
supply and resupply of the U. S. experiments.



Scientific Program

The Soviet program at Vostok included routine meteorological observa-
tions and the operation of an ionosonde, a magnetograph and an all-sky
camera. A program of acclimation studies involving all personnel was
carried out by the station physician. A neutron monitor and a meson
telescope were operated by the Czech scientist.

The inagnetograph records X, Y, and Z components. The ionosonde is
similar to the C-3 type used at U. S. stations, and provides reliable
data at frequencies above one Mc./s. This system operated continuously
after mid-April, and is being improved for 1965. The C-180S all-sky
camera was little used during 1964, and auroral observations were
mainly visual and rather irregular. Neutron monitor data were obtained
during most of the year.

The VIP and forward-scatter experiments operated with few interrup-
tions. In December, 1964, additional U. S. equipment was installed at
Vostok, including a system for recording magnetic micropu.lsations, a
telluric current recorder, and two riometers.

Effects of Temperature

The range of temperatures recorded at Vostok in 1964 is seen from the
table. The lowest temperature was -82.0°C. (-1160F.), recorded in May.

Winds were negligible during periods of intense cold. It was possible
to carry on outdoor activities throughout the year, using proper
clothing.

Temperatures below -50 0 C -  (-580F.) are accompanied by frustrating
difficulties with materials and equipment. These include breakage of
insulation on electrical cables, the necessity of heating fuel in order
to pump it, the seizing of close-fitting parts of instruments, etc.

Temperatures at Vostok Station during 1964
All Values in Minus Degrees Centigrade

Month 1	2	3	ti-	5	6	7	8	9 10 11	12

Max. 27.7 34.0 45.8 42.4 50.1 39.5 42.8 46.5 56.3 44.9 32.3 23.2
Mm. 46.1 58.5 71.9 81.8 82.0 71.9 79.0 74.4 80.6 71.4 57.9 44.7
Mean 32.3 46.2 61.1 69.4 68.8 61.0 66.6 62.0 70.4 58.2 42.4 32.5

Absolute maximum 23.2
Absolute minimum	82.0
Annual mean	55.9

The temperature inversion near the surface produces a layer of ice-
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crystals in the atmosphere which severely restricts visibility. At-
tempts were made by the author at astronomical observations during the
polar night. The problems of using a small telescope in extreme cold
can be overcome, but the poor visibility is a constant problem, and
there seems to be little to be gained from astronomical observations
at the Antarctic Plateau.

Experimental Results

Preliminary analysis of the VLF data shows the presence of hiss and
dispersive emissions. There is the usual correlation between hiss and
auroral and geomagnetic activities. Signal intensities seem to be
abnormally low compared with those recorded further away from the geo-
magnetic pole. A thorough analysis of the data is now under way.

The forward-scatter experiment provided useful data for several ab-
sorption events. The magnetic micropulsation records show good
correlation with telluric currents.

There are indications that some peculiarities exist in the geomagnetic
effects near the geomagnetic poles. The extended program of observa-
tions now underway at Vostok will provide new information about these
regions. A limited Danish-American program begun in 1964 at the North
Geomagnetic Pole, near Thule, Greenland, is making conjugate studies
possible.

Continuation of Program

Although no scientist from the United States is presently in residence
at Vostok, the U. S. programs are being continued by a geophysicist
from the Soviet Arctic and Antarctic Research Institute, It is anti-
cipated that the work will go on through 1966.

Conclusion

The author spent a fruitful year at Vostok Station establishing the
observational programs. These programs have been expanded and are
being continued by Soviet workers. The environment is harsh at Vostok,
but adequate living conditions and a cooperative attitude on the part
of the station personnel made possible a normal routine.

The author is indebted to the Vostok Station crew, the leaders and mem-
bers of the 9th Soviet Antarctic Expedition, and the crew of the M. S.
Estonia, with whom he returned from the Antarctic, for a unique and
successful year.

*****

[For further information on Vostok Station, see Antarctic Report, April
1964, p. 2-10 and May 19614, p. 2-21; or IG Bulletin, April 196 , P-
5-16.]



ANTARCTIC BIBLIOGRAPHY PROGRESS REPORT

The Antarctic Bibliography is prepared for the Office of Antarctic Pro-
grams of the National Science. Foundation, at the Cold Regions Bibli-
ography Section, Science and Technology Division, Library of Congress.
The project started in 1963 and covers current literature, beginning
with 1962. The abstracts, with conventional and UDC indexes,are issued
on 3 x 5 cards. By the end of October 1963, 300 cards had been pub-
lished; these were later reissued, for reasons of conformity, following
some changes made in the indexing system. By mid-February, 1964, 1,000
items had been accumulated. Throughout 1964 the cards were being issued
in sets of 100, and alterations, additions, and improvements were made
to streamline the indexing system as well as the abstracting and citing
procedures. These modifications were made in close cooperation with the
Office of Antarctic Programs, to make this custom-made service as satis-
factory as possible to the sponsor and the users.

By the end of February 1965 a total of 2,000 cards had been completed
and issued to the users. The mailing list grew rapidly in the early
months of the operation, and more requests are being received. The num-
ber of recipients at this time stands at 103, most of whom have ex-
pressed satisfaction with the cards. The total number of cards dis-
tributed exceeds 250,000.

The first 2,000 items represented literature from more than 25 coun-
tries in several languages. The original articles were recorded on
microfilm, the total length of which amounted to approximately 4,000
feet.

A cumulative, bound volume is presently being compiled to include ab-
stracts 1 - 2,000. The abstracts are grouped into sections represent-
ing the main subject categories, and the volume will have subject,
author, and geographic indexes, with an additional index to NSF-sup-
ported institutions and agencies.

The staff of the Cold Regions Bibliography Section has been augmented
to enhance the abstracting and translating capabilities in several
languages and scientific disciplines. And while the first volume is
being readied for the press, the staff is making successful efforts to
maintain the regular card production and distribution at normal levels.

George A. Doumani

[For further information on the Antarctic Bibliography, see Antarctic
Report, March 1964, p. 11-12.]
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SPECIAL ANTARCTIC ISSUE OF BIOSCIENCE

The American Institute of Biological Sciences will devote the April 1965
issue of its journal BioScience to a collection of articles on the bio-
logical portion of the U. S. Antarctic Research Program. The special
issue will include reports on antarctic research by grantees, factual
reports on USARP by members of the staff of the Office of Antarctic
Programs, and a bibliography of antarctic biological work supported by
NSF, viz.:

Introduction, by A. P. Crary, National Science Foundation; Antarctic
Biology, by G. A. Llano, National Science Foundation; Stateside Services
for USARP Scientists, by K. G. Sandved, National Science Foundation;
Ornithological Research in Antarctica, by W. J. L. Sladen, Johns Hopkins
University; Some Practical Aspects of Penguin Navigation Orientation
Studies, by R. L. Penney, Johns Hopkins University; Field Entomological
Research in Antarctica, by J. L. Gressitt, Bernice P. Bishop Museum;
Biological Research at Mirnyy Observatory, by M. E. Pryor, Ohio State
University; Antarctic Bryophyta, by W. L. Steere, New York Botanical
Garden; Antarctic Lichens and Vascular Plants; their Significance, by
E. D. Rudolph, Ohio State University; Antarctic Ichthyology, by H. H.
DeWitt, University of Southern California; Physiological Ecology of
Marine Mammals at McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, by C. Ray, New York Zoo-
logical Society; and USARP Biological Research 1959-1964 2 .a Bibli-
ography, by K. G. Sandved, National Science Foundation.

ACTIVITIES OF OTHER NATIONS

AUSTRALIA

Antarctic stations operated by Australia include Mawson (61 036 ' S 620

52'E), Wilkes (66016TS 110
0
321E), Davis ( 68035 S 110581E ), and Mac-

quarie Island (54030 ' S 158057'E), and the automatic weather stations on
Lewis Island (66°O6'S 134 022 1 E) and Chick Island (66 04I'S 1210001E).
Of these, Davis Station, established on 13 January, 1957, was scheduled
to be closed at the end of February, 1965 (scientific observations
ceased on 31 October, 196 1I). The Australian Government has announced
its intentions to replace Wilkes Station with a new facility about one
mile from the present site (cf. Antarctic Report, Aug. 1961+, p. 11+).

Construction of the new Wilkes, to be located across the bay south of
the old station,is expected to take about four years. Engineering and
surveying experts from the Commonwealth Department of Works, the Divi-
sion of National Mapping and the Antarctic Division were, according to
a news release from the Department of External Affairs, to complete the
preliminary surveys, prepare the site, and erect the first buildings



during January-February 1965- Considerable preplanning has gone into
the design of the new station, including wind tunnel tests for snow-
drift measurements.

According to the proposed program for 1965, listed in SCAR Report No. 6,
the following activities were to be carried out at the Australian sta-
tions:

MAWSON

BIOLOGY
Bird-banding; ectoparasitology; bacteriology; human physiology.

CARTOGRAPHY
Geodetic and topographic surveys; aerial photography.

EARTH SCIENCES
Glaciological observations of mass economy, heat budget, and petro-

fabrics; magnetic measurements including absolutes; seismological ob-
servations.

METEOROLOGY
Surface synoptic observations; radiation measurements; upper air

winds; radiosonde observations.

OCEANOGRAPHY
Study of long and short period variations of sea level.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS
Aurora (all-sky camera photography, photometry, spectrography,

parallactic photography, visual observations); cosmic radiation (meson
and nucleon variations); geomagnetic variations; ionospheric soundings
and oblique incidence and absorption measurements.

wiucs

BIOLOGY
Studies of Adelie penguins, .silver-grey petrels, southern skuas;

ectoparasites and terrestrial invertebrates; bird.-banding lichenology;
bacteriology; human physiology.

EARTH SCIENCES
Glaciological observations of accumulation, movement, temperatures,

and petrofabrics; magnetic measurements including absolutes; gravimetric
traverses; seismological observations.

METEOROLOGY
Surface synoptic observations; upper air winds; radiosonde ob-

servations.



OCEANOGRAPHY
Study of long and short period variations of sea level.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS
Aurora (all-sky camera, photometry); cosmic radiation (nucleon

variations and balloon measurements); geomagnetic variations; iono-
spheric soundings, oblique incidence, absorption measurements, sa-
tellite transmission studies.

MACQUARIE ISLAND

BIOLOGY
Fur seal census; bird-banding; observations of Elephant seals,

Royal penguins and wandering albatrosses; bacteriology; herbfield and
grassland studies; human physiology.

EARTH SCIENCES
Geomagnetic measurements including absolutes; geomorphology;

seismology.

METEOROLOGY
Surface synoptic observations; ozone measurements; upper air winds;

radiosonde observations.

OCEANOGRAPHY
Study of long and short period variations of sea level.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS
Aurora (all-sky camera, photometry); geomagnetic variations; iono-

spheric absorption measurements.

Field programs of the 196-65 austral summer included also biological
surveying work at Davis Station, geodetic and topographic surveying in
Enderby Land and the Framnes Mountains, and trimetrogon aerial photo-
graphy and radar altimetry flights in Enderby Land.

The cartographic program calls for the publication of five-color maps
of Kemp and Mac-Robertson Coasts on scale 1 : 2 50 2 000 , from completed
compilations at 1:100,000; compilation at 1:100,000 for subsequent
publication at 1:250,000 of the Prince Charles Mountains - Lambert
Glacier regions; and four topographic compilations at 1:100,000 for
coastal navigation charts of the region 70 0E - 1680E.

*****



PUBLICATIONS

The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs
during February pertain to work supported in whole or in part by the
National Science Foundation under the U. S. Antarctic Research Program:

ANTARCTIC MAP FOLIO SERIES, Folio 2: Physical characteristics of the
antarctic ice sheet. By C. R. Bentley, R. L. Cameron, C. Bull, K.
Kojima, and A. J. Gow. New York, American Geographical Society,
1965- 10 p., illus., diagrs., cal. maps.

BEN1\IETT, S. M., AVCO Corp. An improved whistler-mode refractive index
equation. ( j. of geophysical research, Feb. 1, 1965- vol. 70,
no. 3, P . 725-27.)

*BENNETT, S. M., AVCO Corp. Solar cosmic rays in a regular inter-
planetary magnetic field. Wilmington, Mass., January 1965. 76 P.
(Antarctic research and data analysis, Scientific Report no. 19.)

BRICE, NEIL, Stanford Univ. Electron density and path latitude determi-
nation from VLF emissions. ( j. of atmospheric and terrestrial
physics, Feb. 1965- vol. 27, p. 1-6.)

BRICE, NEIL, Stanford Univ. Multiphase periodic very-low-frequency
emissions. (National Bureau of Standards. J. of research, Feb.
1965- vol. 69D, no. 2, p. 257-65.)

DRAKE, A. A., JR., T. W. STERN and H. H. THOMAS ., U. S. Geological Sur-
vey. Radiometric ages of zircon and biotite in quartz diorite,
Eights Coast, Antarctica. (U.S. Geological Survey. Prof. Paper
501-D, 1964, p. D50-D53.)

*GOODMAN, ALAN L., Arctic Institute of North America. Analysis of
photometric data obtained at geomagnetically conjugate stations.
Washington, D. C., Feb. 1965- 95 p. (AlMA Research paper No. 29.)

GOW, ANTHONY J., U.S.A. Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labora-
tory. The inner structure of the Ross Ice Shelf at Little America
V, Antarctica, as revealed by deep core drilling. (International
Association of Scientific Hydrology. Publication No. 61, Aug.
1963, p. 272_284.)

GcM, ANTHONY J., U.S.A. Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labora-
tory. On the accumulation and seasonal stratification of snow at
the South Pole. (J. of glaciology, Feb. 1965. vol. 5, no.
p.

GOW, ANTHONY J., U.S.A. Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labora-
tory. On the origin of bullet crystals at the South Pole. (j.
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of glaciology, Feb. 1965- vol. 5, no. 40, p. 1+61-65.)

I]EDGPEI, JOEL W., and W. G. FRY, Univ. of the Pacific. Another
dodecopodous pycnogonid. (Annals and magazine of natural history,
March 1964. ser. 13, vol. vii, p. 161-69.)

HEDGPETH, JOEL W., Univ. of the Pacific. Notes on the peculiar egg
laying habit of an antarctic prosobranch (Mollusca: Gastropoda).
(Veliger, 1961+ (?). vol. 7, no. 1, p. 1+6.)

KINSEY, J. H., Arctic Institute of North America. Auroral parallactic
measurements at Byrd Station, Antarctica, during 1963. ( j . of
geophysical research, Feb. 1, 1965. vol. 70, no. 3, P. 579-86.)

LITTLE, C. G., et al., National Bureau of Standards. Cosmic noise
absorption events at geomagnetically conjugate stations. (. of
geophysical research, Feb. 1 2 1965- vol. 70, no. 3, p. 639-48.)
Other authors: E. R. Schiffmacher, H. J. A. Chivers, and K. W.
Sullivan.

MELLOR, MALCOLM, and G. IIENDRICION, U.S.A. Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory. Undersnow structures: Byrd Station,
Antarctica. Hanover, N. H., Feb. 1965. v, 47 P. (U.S.A. CRPEL.
Technical report 138.)

MELLOR, MALCOLM, and G. HENDRICION, U.S.A. Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory. Confined creep tests on polar snow.
Hanover, N. H., Feb. 1965. iv, 8 p. (U.S.A. C1RREL. Research re-
port 138.)

NICHOLS, ROBERT L., Tufts Univ. Antarctic interglacial features. (J.
of glaciology, Feb. 1965- vol. 5, no. 40, p. 433_49.)

PHELAN, MICHAEL, U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey. Geomagnetic report,
Filchner Ice Shelf Traverse, 1963-1964. Washington, D. C.,
1965. 8 p.

ROTOLANTE, R. A. and A. M. PARRA, Texas Western College. Meteorologi-
cal rocket data profile of the stratosphere, McMurdo, Antarctica.
(J. of geophysical research, Feb. 15, 1965. vol. 70, no. i-i-, p.
71+9_55.)

ROURKE, GERALD F., AVCO Corp. Comments on an inner maximum of mag-
netic disturbance in the Antarctic. (J. of geomagnetism and geo-
electricity, 1964. vol. XVI, no. 2, p. 161-6)4.)

SCHWERDTFEXER, WERNER, and D. W. MARTIN, Univ. of Wisconsin. The zonal
flow of the free atmosphere between lON and 80s, in the South
American sector. (J. of applied meteorology, Dec. 1964. vol. 3,
no. 6, p. 726-33.)
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UNGSTRTJP, EIGIL, Stanford Univ. Propagation of VLF radio waves across
the auroral zone. Stanford, California, June 1964. 20 p.

WOHLSCHLAG, DONALD E., Stanford Univ. Biological techniques for con-
tinuous studies under antarctic sea ice. (Polar record, January
1965- vol. 12, no. 79, p. 385-89.)

WOHLSCHLAG, DONALD E., Stanford Univ. The biological laboratory and
field research facilities at the United States "McMurdo" Station,
Antarctica. (Polar record, Sept. 1963- vol. 11, no. 75, P. 713-
18.)

YOSHIMO'IO, C. M. and J. L. GRESSITT, Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Dis-
persal studies on Agrinyzidae and Cynipoidea. (Pacific insects,
Nov. 10, 1964. vol. 6, no. 3, p. 525-31.)

* Copies may be obtained from the Clearinghouse for Federal
Scientific and Technical Information, U. S. Dept. of
Commerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virginia,
22151.
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FIELD REPORT NO. 74 - FEBRUARY 1965

NOTE: In general, material included in the Field Re-
port is sunnnarized from regular reports by personnel
of Federal agencies, universities and institutions
carrying out scientific research in the Antarctic under
National Science Foundation grants and with logistic
support by the U.S. Navy. In order to ensure that the
work of the individual scientists and their institu-
tions is clearly understood, it is requested that prior
to using any of this material for public dissemination,
such use be discussed with the Office of Antarctic Pro-
grains in the National Science Foundation or with the
originators of the research as named.

GENERAL

Byrd Station: The access tunnel to the meteorological laboratory
was extended and the conjugate point and VLF areas were cleared of
drifts. The last aircraft left on February 24 and the flag was lowered
on the 25th.,

Eights Station: Resupply and outdoor work was completed except
for the new VLF sub-site which is to be used for data storage. All
data were microfilmed before shipment on the last plane.

USNS Eltanin: Cruise 16 was planned primarily to check out the
new submarine geophysical equipment before a Pacific Ocean crossing was
made. The Eltanin left Auckland on the 28th of January and returned to
Wellington on the 25th of February. The route was south along the
eastern side of the North Island, then through the Cook Straits into
the Tasman Sea. Near 44021 1 S., 1600OO'E., the vessel proceeded south
across the Southeast Australian Basin to the Macquarie Ridge, then
along the Ridge to Macquarie Island. Here it tBrned due south to the
Hjort Seamount, then southeast to 59 0OO'S., 161 51'E., the southern-
most point of the cruise, which was just short of the Antarctic Con-
vergence. A northeasterly direction was then taken across the Emerald
Basin to Campbell Rise, then over the New Zealand Plateau towards
Dunedin and northeast to Wellington.

Alpine Geophysical Associates continued their special services aboard
the Eltanin, principally the operations of the main winch and the
machine shop and the maintenance of equipment such as the Precision
Depth Recorder and bottom camera. During Cruise 16, 11 camera stations
were taken, resulting in 85 black and white frames and 80 color frames.
Considerable experimentation and modification was done in the color



photography to eliminate the green haze that results from the natural
blue color of the strobe lights and the water color.

McMurdo Station: All unopened cargo was placed on trailers in
order to expedite movement as storage space became available. Retro-
grade data and cargo were processed and loaded aboard the Wyandot.
Repairs began on vehicles returned from the inland stations and ware-
house No. 73 was completed. Building No. 137 was completed also and
some personnel moved in. Building J-20 was cleared and sealed for the
winter and the dismantling of J-18 began. The sub-ice observation
chamber, two GND domes and three Polaris toboggan trailers were stored
in the remaining space in warehouse No. 72. One Revco freezer was re-
loaded on the Wyandot and the other Revco freezers were transferred to
the Jainesway, providing additional office space in the reefer room.
All regular ship cargo has been accounted for and put into shelf stock.
The chemical stock was inventoried. Because of early snowfall the
clean-up of the meteorological rocket site was not completed. The last
summer personnel departed on the 27th.

USS Glacier: The Glacier continued its cruise northward, trans-
porting 13 New Zealand scientists, one Australian and eight Americans
to the Balleny Islands and Macquarie Ridge. Eight New Zealanders, five
American and one Australian were flown ashore to the Australian sta-
tion at Macquarie Island on February 23 and spent 2-1/2 days investi-
gating the northern part of the island while the Glacier circled the
island conducting oceanographic and biological studies. An Australian
biologist was taken aboard and two field caches on the southern part of
the island were resupplied by helicopter.

Hallett Station: New penguin rookery sites were reported by C:Z^
entomologists working from helicopters in the general area of Cape
Hallett. They included a 25,000 Emperor penguin rookery at Cape Roget,
north of Hallett; three Ad4'lie penguin rookeries on the east coast of
Coulman Island; two or three south of Cape Hallett; two northwest of
Coulman Island on the southern part of Daniel Peninsula; and one near
Hallett Station. The size of the Ad'lie penguin rookeries was esti-
mated at 3,000 to 12,000 birds.

Palmer Station: The station was formally established in a brief
ceremony on February 25. A new building has been erected for berthing
and messing, while the existing British hut has been adapted for use
as a science laboratory. The wintering party consists of five scien-
tists and four Navy men.

On February 19 the station was inspected by two representatives of the
Argentine Government, in accordance with Article VII of the Antarctic
Treaty. The two observers, Rene E. Dalinger of the Argentine Antarctic
Institute and Enrico Aragno of the Naval Hydrographic Service, arrived
aboard the icebreaker General San Martin. Personnel from two other
vessels, the British RRS Shackleton and the Chilean Piloto Pardo, also
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visited the station in February,

South Pole Station: The last plane departed on the 14th. All
programs were operational at the end of the month.

BIOLOGY

USNS Eltanin:

Entomology, Bernice P. Bishop Museum (Chilean Guest Scien-
tist, Observer): Throughout most of Cruise 16, nets were attached to
the ship's rigging for the collection of airborne insects. The program
was quite successful as the track was at various times in close prox-
imity to New Zealand, Macquarie Island, Auckland Island and Campbell
Islands. The insects collected were bottled for shipment to the Bishop
Museum laboratories.

Ornithology, Dominion Museum, Wellington: The principal
ornithological work was carried out on Procellariiformes. Photographs
of the various species were taken either from the stern platform or
fran the helicopter deck. For the collection of species, a single-
barrel shotgun was used. In some cases the birds were shot from the
ship and collected as the ship drifted on them; at other times, when
the ship was on station and the weather favorable, the dory was lowered
and birds were collected on the water. During the evening, when the
ship was stopped or was trawling at slow speeds, the ship's lights were
used quite effectively. Of the seven birds that came aboard, five were
collected, and the other two examined, then released. The following
species of birds were collected

Diomed.ea melanophris impavid.a
Phoebetria palpebrata

Daption capensis australis
Pachyptila turtur turtur
Pachyptila desolata
Pelecanoides urinatrix exsul
Pterodroma leucoptera
Pelagodroma marina
Pygoscelis papua

Other species that were observed included:

Diomedea exulans
Dianedea chrys ostoma
Diomedea cauta cauta
Diomedea cauta salvini
Macronectes giganteus
Pachyptila crassirostris
Procellaria parkinsoni

Black-browed albatross
Light-mantled sooty

albatross
Cape pigeon (Petrel)
Fairy prion
Antarctic prion
Diving petrel
Gould. petrel
White-faced storm petrel
Gentoo penguin

Wandering albatross
Grey-headed albatross
White-capped albatross
Salvins albatross
Giant petrel
Fulmar prion
Black petrel
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Procellaria westland.iôa
Pu1flnus bulleri
Pfffinus carneipes hullianus
Puff inus gavia gavia
Paffinus assimilus

Puff inus griseus
Pterodrciaa lessonii
Pterodra inexpectata
Pterod.roma cooki cooki
Fregetta trqpica
Garrodia nereis

Westland black petrel
Bullers shearwater
Flesh-footed shearwater
Fluttering shearwater
Little or Allied shear-

water
Muttonb ird
White-headed petrel
Mottled petrel
Cooks petrel
Black-bellied storm petrel
Grey-backed storm petrel

Plankton Sampling Program, Columbia University, Lamont Geo-
logical Observatory: The principal samplers used in this program, the
Multiple Plankton and the Bathypelagic samplers, have special opening-
and-closing devices activated by pressure-sensitive pistons. The
nanrioplankton was collected by running raw sea water from the intake
pump through a millipore filter. In all, 44 samples were collected at
12 stations and prepared for shipment to the Smithsonian Oceanographic
Sorting Center. In order to determine the effects of formalin on pre-
served material, several samples were split in a Folsom plankton
splitter, with one-half preserved in normal fashion with buffered
formalin, and one-half dried in a low-heat oven and then frozen. The
differences, if any, in the biomass of these samples will be determined.

Marine Biology, University of Southern California: The marine
biology program consisted principally of benthic trawling along the
Macquarie Ridge, Hjort Seamount and the New Zealand Plateau, and mid-
water trawling in the upper 500 fathoms. The table below gives the
number of times that various gear was used. Samples were obtained on
each attempt.

Gear Used	 No. of	Samples	Depth Range

Isaacs-Kidd Midwater trawl	6
	 to 912 meters

Phleger corer	 6
	 1970-2600 fathoms

5-foot Blake trawl	 3
	

43517 fathoms
10-foot Blake trawl	 10	 47-925 fathoms
40-foot Otter trawl
	 1	 28_584 fathoms

Three of the mid-water Isaacs-Kidd hauls were made in the Tasman Sea
over deep water; two at night and one during daytime, with the night
hauls being much more rewarding. Over the Macquarie Ridge, 10 benthic
samples were obtained at four stations. In each area attempts were made
to sample both the shallow and deep water, which brought up totally
different fauna. Except at Macquarie Island, most of the fishes be-
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longed to the families Macruridae and Moridae. Eels of the Order
Apodeswere'collectedon two occasions .and a species of the family
Liparidae was' obtained once.

In the shallow water about Macquarie Island the fish collected were
-Zanclorhynchus, Notothenia, Psychrolutidae and Harpagiferidae. In
deeper water a flatfish, another species of Psychrolutidae, and some
eels were obtained. Five species of fish collected are believed to be
new additions to the Macquarie Island fauna. From the deep water near
Hjort Seamount, a crab and stalked crinoid.s were brought up fran deep
water, both being unknown from the Antarctic.

On the New Zealand Plateau the fish, except for the Macruridae, Moridae,
and Heterosoinata, were different in character from those found on the
Macquarie Ridge, and none of the species were the same. The new groups
included Parapercidae, Trypterygidae, Gadidae, Ophidiidae, Macrorham-
phosidae, Cheilodactylidae, and Triglidae.

McMurdo Station:

Ornithology, Johns Hopkins University: Five thousand Ad.iie
chicks and 151 slma chicks were banded during the season, making totals
of 16,420 and 1,113, respectively, banded during the past four years.
Two Chinstrap penguins and a young male Elephant seal were seen. A
Giant petrel banded on Macquarie Island was collected.

Penguin Navigation, Johns Hopkins University: The last
experiment of the season on the sun orientation of Adlie penguin
chicks was carried out on the 5th, and the research group departed
McMurdo on February 12,

Fish Metabolism and Growth, Stanford University: Because
of unsafe sea ice conditions, fishes had to be caught in traps set off-
shore near McMurdo Station. Fishing the 10-20 m. deep waters off Hut
Point produced four Trematomus species, T. bernacchii, T. hansoni, T.
l&nbergi and T. borchgrevinki, in large numbers. Brain and gill
metabolism studies were initiated on T. borchgrevinki, a species not
previously available for these studies.

Bryology, New York Botanical Garden: The survey for bryo-
logical specimens was extended to Spike Cape, Marble Point, Cape
Bernacchii and the dirty ice of the Koettlitz Glacier. Mosses were
seen and collected in all these localities as well as at the following
stations on Ross Island: Crater Hill, Observation Hill, Arrival
Heights, Turks Head, Cape Royds and Horseshoe Bay. Cape Crozier was
the only station visited where no mosses were seen due to snow cover.
Other visits to Victoria Land. included one to Meirs Valley and one to
an unnamed coastal area between Spike Cape and Gneiss Pt. Although
the total number of species represented in the collections will not be
known until the new material has been carefully compared with existing
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historic specimens, it is believed that all the previously reported taxa
have been reseen and that some additions have been made. These col-
lections give a comprehensive report on the moss flora of Victoria Land,
which should provide a firm basis for future studies on this important
component of the vegetation of this area of Antarctica. When the East-
wind visited Cape Hallett, two separate localities in Moubray Bay were
studied, and the known moss flora at this locality was increased from
one to three species.

Entomology, Bernice P. Bishop Museum: The following post-
operational report on the 196465 season has been received from Dr.
J. L. Gressitt:

Work in the 1964 -65 season by Bishop Museum was concentrated in the
Victoria Land to south Ross Ice Shelf area. Surveys were made as far
inland as the Whitmore Mts., on ships between New Zealand and McMurdo,
and aboard the Eltanin. Two men of the Museum's team participated in
the opening of the new Palmer Station, and are wintering over there.
Much ecological information was obtained including new southern records
for three groups of animals as well as some groups of plants. A new
high altitude record was established. Several new penguin rookeries
were discovered.

Most of November was spent at Hallett Station (J. L. Gressitt, K. A. J.
Wise, J. Shoup) in company with the USGS team and the Amy helicopter
detachment. As a result of accidents and other circumstances, the
helicopters were unavailable to us most of the time. However, during
the few days on which transportation was available, much was accom-
plished. Two visits (Gressitt; Gressitt & Shoup) were made to Posses-
sion Island, where mites were found in greater abundance of both
species and individuals than anywhere previously on the continent. For
the first time, mites were found living on dead penguins, feeding on
algae growing on the feathers. Colonies collected on Possession Island
were studied at Hallett and McMurdo through the season, and much was
learned about biology and behavior. At least two new species were
found, both on Possession Island. Microclirnatological studies were
made at Possession, Hallett and Redcastle Ridge. At the latter (Wise;
Wise, Shoup & Gressitt), a large population of another type of mite was
found and later followed in the laboratory.

Six or seven new penguin rookeries were discovered: one Emperor
rookery of about 25,000 birds at Cape Roget, by Cranfield and Gressitt;
theo-Lers Adlje rookeries: three on the east coast of Coulxnan Island
(there was a single questioned earlier record), two sighted by heli-
copter crew and seen (one visited) by Gressitt, Wise and Shoup, the
other sighted by Gressitt and Shoup; also two or three on the coast of
the mainland south of Hallett, two northwest of Coulman (one may be
that reported earlier) on the southern part of Daniel Peninsula, and
one only a short distance south of Cape Hallett. These were sighted by
helicopter crews and/or Cranfield, Gressitt, Wise and Shoup. Also, one
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was sighted on Foyn Island (Crarifield and Gressitt). Some of these
were later revisited from the Glacier (Shoup and others). These new
.Ad.lie.rôokeries averaged from 3,000 to 12,000 or more birds. Cran-
field, with some help fran the Museum team, made counts of the
Possession Island Adlie rookery and the Coulinan Island and Cape Roget
Emperor rookeries, and estimated the others. At least three, and per-
haps more, of the new Ad.Lie rookeries are situated on moraine on small
piedmont glaciers or other stagnant ice (Coulman Island, including the
southernmost of the three, and the coastal one just south of Hallett
and probably others).

On Coulman Island, a new high altitude record for arthropod life was
obtained: the mite Nanorchestes antarcticus Strandtmann was taken at
nearly the highest point of the island, 2,050 meters (Gressitt, Wise
and Shoup). Several species of mites were found at the southernmost
Addlie rookery on Coulman, and springtails on the west side. Mites
were found on Foyn Island' (Gressitt). Several other new records were
established north and south of Hallett.

In' the McMurdo area, the known distribution of both species of mites
and the springtail were extended farther south, to Minna Bluff, and
also all three found on Mt. Discovery and Black Island also, mites on
Brown Peninsula and White Island (almost all new records; all by
Gressitt).

In the ShackletOn Glacier area, the southernmost records for rotifers
( 8 5009'; Gressitt), and springtails (84037'; Wise and Shoup) were ob-
tained; also possibly for algae and bacteria (850091; Gressitt, Wise
and Shoup). At the mouth of the Robert Scott Glacier (85032'; Wise)
the southernmost animal (mite) record was obtained. Also, ossib1y the
southernmost plant record (lichen), in the Horlick Mts. (86 09 1 ; Wise).

'Roger Buchanan joined the traverse to the Whitmore Mts. with negative
results for artlirOpods. Later he did ship-trapping for airborne insects
between McMurdo and New Zealand (three trips).

John Shoup revisited Hallett after leaving Shackleton Glacier and made
further microclimatological and ecological studies0 He established the
first Hallett record for mites living on a dead penguin (as found
earlier at Possession Island). In January Shoup joined the research
cruise of the Glacier and obtained additional insular and coastal
records.

Jack Strong and G. E. Lippert joined the wintering-over party at Palmer
Station, Anvers 'Island, and participated in the establishment of the
station, travelling on the Wyandot and doing airborne trapping enroute
fran Rhode Island. Strong is studying ecology of local free-living
mites, and Lippert is studying springtail ecology. Their early reports
indicate presence of mites, ticks and springtails in the area. Short
visits were made to nearby areas, but detailed reports have not yet
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been received.

METEOROLOGY

Byrd Station

U.S. Weather Bureau: The height of the absolute ozone maxi-
mum decreased from 151 nib, in January to 220 nib. this month; a secondary
maximum was observed at 302 mb. The maximum concentration was 74.8,pnib.
and the concentration at the secondary maximum, 0.ljcmlb. less. The
surface ozone concentration was at maximum on the 18th. The average
maximum temperature was-15.80C. and the average minimum, -23.2 0C. The
maximum temperature, -5.60C. was the highest recorded at this station
in the past 23 months.

The average station pressure, 24.268 in. was the highest average record-
ed in February at Byrd. The highest pressure ever in February, 24.63
in. was also recorded this month. The two snow fields (so and 48
stakes) both recorded a net change of -1.78 cm.

All radiation instruments functioned normally.

Eights Station

U.S. Weather Bureau: A high pressure system persisted but
the incidence of cloudiness remained high. The temperature varied over
a wide range; the low of -33.90C. was the lowest ever recorded at
Eights in February.

The station pressure remained above 28.000 in. on 22 days, resulting in
an average pressure of 28.136 in., which is a record for Eights. The
highest sea-level pressure was 30.3011 in. on the 28th. This maximum
was below that of the four previous months. There was snow fall on
all but nine days, the heaviest being 9.7 cm. on the 26th and 27th.

The mercurial barometer No. 1316 became the station barometer and
comparison readings were made to establish correlation with the aneroid
and the Fortin barometers. The main aneroid correction varied between
1.9 and 2.1 irib. The drive mechanism on the four-day aneroid barometer
was replaced on the 5th. New oil was placed in the dashpots of the
aneroid barograph but the correction factor still remains high, es-
pecially during periods of rapid pressure changes.

Since the departure of the last aircraft, the frequency of synoptic
observation has been changed from every three to every six hours.
Snow samples for the oxygen-isotope study were collected throughout the
month. The average net change on 49 snow stakes was - 18.8 cm. There
were 150.3 hours of sunshine, or 26% of the possible. Optical pile-
nanena were observed on ten days but there were no days with whiteout.
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The Mast surface ozone equipment, inoperative in the early part of the
month, was restored to normal operation on the 21st. During the eight
days of data collection the highest daily mean value was 1.31 parts
per 100 million by volume and the lowest, 1.11 parts per 100 million.
A new weather-proof box was received from Pole Station and replaced
the oldbox. A light bulb is now being used in lieu of the heating ele-
ment which was both an excess power drain and a fire hazard. A new air
pump which has a maximum flow rate of 132 cc/mm. was installed and it
is now necessary to make a correction to all data. The new location
appears to have eliminated the sensor contamination problem.

The atmospheric electricity equipment operated normally. The probe
has not yet been calibrated, but an increase or decrease in potential
gradient can be detected, particularly during dry storms. A positive
gradient, generally less then 1 kV./m., predominated throughout
February.

USNS Eltanin

U. S. Weather Bureau: Compared to the usual Eltanin cruises,
Cruise 16 was a pleasant summer cruise. The surface wind averaged 18
knots with gale force winds recorded only on two occasions. Light
precipitation was reported on 10 percent of the observations.

Twenty-one radiosonde flights were made, with an average altitude of
24,530 m. The average bursting altitude was 27, 966 m. Rawinsonde ob-
servations were made on 20 of the flights to an average altitude of
161 077 m. Fewer balloon flights were made than usual for the time at
sea because of the close proximity to land stations.

Surface synoptic observations were taken every six hours. Although
little precipitation occurred, there was amarked difference in the
amounts recorded by the windward and leeward gauges, the former being
greater by a factor of about five. Air samples (8) were taken at four
station sites for later analysis of carbon dioxide at Scripps Insti-
tution of Oceanography.

South Pole Station

U.S. Weather Bureau: The average net change on 50 snow
stakes was -0.8 cm. DA 1200 balloons were used on all radiosonde
flights and KS 1200's on all ozonesondes flights. The KS 1200 carried
a heavier load but still exceeded the height reached by the DA 1200 by
3,824 meters. The averag8 inflation temperatures were - )-i-O°C. with
extremes of -28 0C. to -51 C. The lower maximum heights attained by the
DA 1200 can be attributed to the low inflation temperatures.
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OCEANOGRAPHY

USNS Eltanin

Physical Oceanography, Columbia University, Lamont Geological
Observatory: A series of seven full hydrographic stations was taken
along an average longitude of 161°30'E., between 4 0 and 590S. Quanti-
tive determinations were made of the temperature, salinity, dissolved
oxygen, silicate, phosphate, nitrate and alkalinity. The salinity mea-
surements were made with an inductively coupled salinometer using
Copenhagen standard water and shipboard-prepared sub-standard water.
Some mechanical failures occurred with the new Nansen bottles which did
not release the messengers after being tripped. This was due to an in-
correct design which was located and eliminated. A bottom water col-
lecting bottle, designed to open when bottom contact was made, was
tried out with only limited success, muddy water being obtained on most
of the attempts.

About !iOO bathythermograph (BT) lowerings were made at about 10-mile
intervals. The surface temperature recorder, which was operating con-
tinually, was used to calibrate the individual BT slides. Special 600
ml. collections of water were taken for Dr. Olausson of Gteborg,
Sweden. These were obtained by mounting an extra Nansen bottle, with-
out the reversing thermometer, about five meters above the standard
bottles.

Marine Geology, Florida State University: Ten long bottom
cores were obtained with the piston corer. Two attempts were unsuccess-
ful though some material was obtained in the trigger corer. The thermal
gradient apparatus (see under Submarine Geophysics) was rigged on the
piston coring apparatus and resulted in more bent pipe than usual.
This was due to the additional five minutes which the coring apparatus
stayed in the sediments to allow the heat probes to obtain thermal
equilibrium.

Three corings were made on the eastern side of the Southeast Australian
Basin. The first contained continentally derived detritus, probably
deposited by turbidity flows from the Continental Shelf to the east.
Farther into the Basin the sediments contained more clay-calcareous
material and foraminiferal ooze. Along the Macquarie Ridge, the upper
parts of the cores consisted of calcareous organisms with no diatoms,
while the lower parts were more siliceous with much fewer Foraminifera.
One core had a sharp sedimentary break from foraminiferal silt to
diatanaceous ooze which may represent the strong sub-bottom reflector
noted in the area. The cores from the Ridge and southward suggest
that the Antarctic Convergence extended farther north in the past. On
the south side of the Emerald Basin, one of the cores encountered a
manganese layer overlaid by a silty clay containing abundant radio-
larians.
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On the basis of the seismic profiler, two cores were attempted in sub-
marine canyons on the edge of the New Zealand Plateau. One attempt
failed because of a malfunction in the trigger mechanism, but the
trigger corer retrieved a foraminiferal sand. On the other attempt,
there was very little penetration though some forarniniferal sand was
uncovered with about 11 cm. of hard, altered, volcanic glass. From
this core material and the results of the bathymetry, it appears that
a small volcanic projection was located in the bottom of the canyon.

Several rocks were retrieved in the University of Southern California
trawls from the Macquarie Ridge. Most of these were volcanics with
some mafic and ultra-inafic igneous rocks.

Submarine Geophysics, Columbia University, Lamont Geological
Observatory: In this program a seismic profiler was used to obtain
reflections from discontinuities below the ocean floor, a proton mag-
netometer was towed astern for total magnetic field readings and a
thermograd was used for heat flow determinations in the bottom sedi-
ments.

The seismic profiler, provided by Rayflex Corp., consisted of a 10,000-
joule capacitor bank with underwater electrodes discharging every four
seconds, a 250-foot "eel"of recording hydrophones and a helical drum
recorder. Additional hydrophone arrays were provided by the Lamont
Geological Observatory. These could be towed at higher speeds, but
their signal-to-noise ratio was lower in rough seas. The depth of the
sub-bottom reflections was more dependent on the sea state than the
water depth. As a result, maximum penetration of 1.3 to 1.5 km. were
obtained in water depth from 200 to 2500 fathoms on calm days, but did
not exceed 0.5 km. in rough to moderate seas. In some areas such as
the Campbell Rise, a strongly reflecting shallow sub-bottom layer
tended to mask any deeper layers. Excellent reflections were obtained
in the Hikurangi Trench where major fold features were crossed in 2000
fathoms of water. Flat-lying sediments up to 1.5 km. thick were found
on the shelf west of Cook Strait. Poor recordings were obtained on the
Macquarie Ridge which is apparently composed of basement outcrops. The
sediments on the Campbell Rise thickened gradually from 200 in. to more
than 1000 m. and were relatively undisturbed. In this region the con-
solidated sediments are mildly folded and occasionally outcrop through
recent sediments.

The thermograd records temperature gradients in the sediment of the
ocean floor. Four temperature probes are spaced along the lower part
of the piston corer about two or three meters apart. These probes are
of variable resistance and located in bridge circuits of the recorder,
which is mounted on top of the core pipe. An unbalanced current in the
bridge deflects a small galvanometer and recordings are made photo-
graphically. The piston core is left in the sediments about five
minutes for the temperatures to stabilize. From the temperature gradi-
ents and the thermal conductivity of the sediments, heat flow can be



determined. During the cruise, nine readings were made with varying
degrees of success, depending generally on the penetration of the core.
Using a tentative conductivity value of .002 cal./gn./°C./se., the
heat flow values varied from about 12 to 1.0 x lO cal./cm. /sec.

A Varian direct reading proton magnetometer and tow cable system were
installed on the stern of the Eltanin. During the first part of the
cruise various difficulties were encountered, which were in time
eliminated. The timing motor in the magnetometer was synchronized with
the seismic sparker so that the latter was not activated during a mag-
netic count cycle. By the end of the cruise, approximately 600 hours
of good data had been obtained.

STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station

U. S. Coast & Geodetic Survey: The integrated daily error of
the chronometer varied from +0,8 to +1.5 sec., but the rate of change
never exceeded 0.2 sec. from any one day to the next. Some damaged
seismograph paper was received from Hallett and is being randomly
tested on one recorder a day to determine its usability. The long-
period vertical seismometer continued to be unstable.

The Wilson-Lamison short-period seismometer-helicorder system gave in-
consistant data. The interference is believed to be due to friction
between the coil and the pole piece of the seismometer and an attempt
will be made to repair the instrument. All other recorders are working
properly.

South Pole Station

U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey: All equipment operated normal-
ly.

TRAVERSE OPERATIONS

The South Pole-Queen Maud Land Traverse party was air-lifted from the
Pole of Inaccessibility to McMurdo Station on February 2, Dr. Richard
L. Cameron from Ohio State University, leader of the second part of the
traverse, has submitted the following partial summary of the glacio-
logical data obtained on the traverse:

Station	Mile

0	8
1	24
2	1,.8

Density Accumulation (in cm, water)Texnperature
at 10 ii depth

0-2 m.	Maximum	Mininum	(in - C0)

88	8.0	 -
8.0	8.o	50.5
9.8	9.8	51.6(?)
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6.6
7.2

1102
702
5.5
8.2
608
6.0
6.4
7.11.

8.0
8.9
7.2

11.11.
5,11.
5.3
8.8
7.5
7.9
7.6
7.0

13.3
9

7.6
9

7.8
6.5
7.3

6.6
5.6

11.2
11.8
5.5
6.1

2.8

7.4

6.11.
8.1
6.0
7.1
Ii. 3

9
6.7
5.3
7.1

5.4
9
9

5.7
5.7
5.3

11.8

Station Mile	Density Accumulation (in cm. water) Temperature
at 10 in. depth

0-2 m.	Maximum	Minimum	(in -°c.)

3
11.
1a
5
5a
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
hi.
15
16
17

19
20
21
22
23
211.
25
26
27
28
29

72
96
110
125
111.0
155
185
215
211.5
275
305
338
370
395

11.11.5
11.70
11.96
519
511.5
570
595
620
650
680
710
711.0
770
797

0.396
0.386
0.1.11

0.397
0.i.l0

0.11.05
0.11.02
0.393
0.369
0.353
0.385
0.377
0.395
0.3811.
0.392
0.11.03
0.393
0.380
0.383
0.372
0.362
0.366

".9,7
51.11.

53.5(?)

51.5
51.5
52.0
11.9.5
1.8.2

11.8.1'.
51.5
11.8.9
1'.8.2
11.9.1.
11.9.8
11.8.8
11.8,6
1.6.7
1'.6.2
l'.7.2
11.8.8
51.5
52.7
511..0
55.6
56.7
56.7

Other glaciological studies included the determination of a depth-
density profile fran 0 to 40 m., obtained at 13 stations using a mois-
ture probe (neutron scattering device); ram hardness, 0-50 an., de-
termined at 171 stations; temperature profiles, 0_40 m., measured at
ten stations; and collection of snow samples for the determination of
rnicroparticles and the measurement of fission products, Pb-210, and
stable isotope ratios.

At the Pole of Inaccessibility, 20 accumulation probes were set out.
Measurements of the stakes installed by the Russians near the sta-
tion's instrument shelter showed an accumulation of 60 cm. of snow
since December 1958. A minimum thermometer was installed in the shel-
ter to record the low of the coining winter.
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UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS

Byrd Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: Re-
pairs were completed on the equipment and a light-standard box was
constructed for the special events program.

Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards: The equip-
ment operated normally with only one brief period during which sta-
tion power failure caused a gap in the data. The spare antenna was
prepared for storage.

Geomagnetism, U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey: The effect of
the vibrations which have been causing the chronometer errors was suc-
cessfully eliminated with the construction of a new chronometer shelf
fastened to the building. Microfile copies of data and magnetic tape
were sent out on the last plane. A station phone was installed in the
Seismology laboratory and a six-pair power cable was strung between
Building 5 and the Laboratory. A new normal vertical scale value of
23.9 has been adopted and will be used with the March data. Ten sets
of absolutes were taken with the following average values:

declination	70028.9T
horizontal field	16,281 g.
vertical field	57,779 g.

There was a Sudden Storm Ccnxnencement on the 6th at li-l .i. UT.

Ionospheric Absorption and Micropulsations, National Bureau
of Standards: The inicropulsation and VLF equipment operated normally
and there were no unusual events. Data losses included one period of
ten hours caused by a failure in the micropulsation power tape drive,
and one of one hour caused by the failure of a diode in the riometer.

A rianeter absorption event associated with a solar flare was recorded
on the 12th and another, on the 25th, may have had solar origin.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: A new
relay panel was placed in operation. A 50-knot wind caused a failure
in the terminating wire on the antenna mast. Temporary repairs were
made but final repairs must await more favorable weather. Outside
work is otherwise complete. The resupplies were received, unpacked,
and stored.

VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Labora-
tory: A new line regulator and power line were installed in the VLF
building and some reduction in interference was noticed. The solid-
state VLF receivers were tested but as yet do not produce as good a
signal as the vacuum tube system, as the signal from the preamplifier
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is not appreciably stronger than the interference picked up by the
transmission lines.

Recordings were made of the OGO and Alouette satellites. The OGO
signals were weak but good signals were received from the Alouette.
Some of the Faraday rotation data from the s-66 beacon satellite were
lost because of program troubles. These program difficulties were
later corrected.

All other systems were operating properly. The VLF emission increased,
but whistler counts remained low. Some excellent examples of long-
term and whistler-mode periodic emissions were recorded on the 26th.
Playback of the probescope tape showed well defined periodics continu-
ing for about three hours.

Eights Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: The
auroral tower was cleaned and repaired. The tower heater is now
thermostatically controlled and a double, slide-back floor has been
installed in the tower. This floor replaces the old swing-back section
and will conserve space. New defroster fans were installed, as were
new domes for the spectrograph and visual observations. The spectro-
graph timer was rewired to conform with the standard 1961 timer. The
spectrograph was placed in operation on the 27th and the special
events camera was being mounted in the visual observation dome as the
month ended.

Geatnagnetism, U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey: During an
emergency absence from the station, 1-1/2 days of data were lost and
there was an unexplained change in the vertical baseline. From the
15th on, the baseline was constant and steady. New relays installed
in the time-marking device improved its operation. The rapid-run
vertical mirror bench was adjusted. The average for 26 sets of abso-
lutes were:

declination	 32043-113.1
horizontal field	21,038 g.
vertical field	481269 g.

One Sudden Storm Catnmencement was observed at 110238 UT.

Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: The 7th,
21st, 23rd, 25th, and 27th were the most active days in a generally
active month for micropulsations. The disturbances on the 21st, 23rd,
and 27th were preceded by riometer absorption events and the event on
the 21st was accompanied by low frequency hiss. Modifications were
completed on the clock and there is now an accurate and reliable 60
cps. source available during times when WWV cannot be heard.
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There were strong VIP events in the beginning and at the end of the
month, and there was some indication that the phenomenon followed a 27
day cycle. Low frequency hiss was recorded on the 4th, 7th, 16th, 20th,
21st, 24th, 25th and 26th; events on the 7th and 8th were accompanied
by long-period VIP pulsations. Special tapes, running at 7-1/2 in./sec.
were made before and during some pearl activity. Whistler activity
preceded the hiss activity by six hours on the 22nd.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Rio-
meter absorption events were recorded throughout the month on both
riometer systems and the calculated absorption values were the same for
each instrument. The data obtained through the 14th were microfilmed
and shipped, and subsequent data were scaled and microfilmed. The snow
accumulation on both antenna ground planes has reached the depth of one
foot.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: The
sounder program was operational except for several hours when the power
was off during the installation of the Mast ozone equipment in the NBS
building. Construction of a scaling table was started at the end of
the month.

VIP, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory: There
was a rise in the level of micropulsations with a few peaks of activity.
Four hours of data were lost on the 9th and 10th due to power failure,
and the clock produced minor difficulties from time to time. There
were strong echoing whistlers on the 5th and hiss levels in excess of
100 pV/m. on the 8th. The 22nd was the most active day with triggered
wagon wheels, NSS amplitude fluctuations, pearl activity and low noise
frequency whistlers. Three hours of special recordings were made on
this date in addition to the OGO schedule. These data also contain
much of the activity. Activity maxima are becoming apparent about the
20th - 25th of each month. The WWV reception is adequate for about 18
hours a day and reorientation of the narrow-beam rhombic antenna should
provide good reception throughout the year. The February 12th OGO
schedule was missed because of difficulty in message transmission.

Resupply was completed and all data through February 13th were shipped
out on the last flight. A third story for the VLF building hatchway
was completed and construction on a VLF sub-station was begun.

USNS Eltanin

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation (Stanford University
Observer): During the period in drydock, the meson telescope system
was completely overhauled. A new 115 volt power panel and a multi-
conductor, shielded cable were installed between the Stanford and the
Bartol laboratories for timing signals. The telescope worked satis-
factorily during the cruise and no data were lost. For a short period
the right-hand channel became erratic, but this was corrected by chang-
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ing preamplifier tubes.

Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: Various diffi-
culties occurred in the radio noise equipment which hampered this
program throughout the cruise and nullified much of the data. In
addition, interference from the newly installed seismic profiler and
fran the ship's radio transmitters disrupted the readings periodically.

VLF, Stanford University: During the drydock period con-
siderable effort was spent to decrease the VLF noise level caused by
numerous activities aboard the ship. The VLF preamplifier box was re-
placed and a thermostatically controlled heater located in the box to
decrease the humidity factor. All signal and calibration cables were
replaced by two-conductor, double-shielded, heavy-duty cable with
connectors eliminated. New line filters were installed physically on
the exterior of the VLF room and electrically in front of the AC regu-
lator. A new power distribution system fran the 100 kw. generator to
the VLF laboratory was installed also. The steel guide wires for the
antenna were replaced by Mylor lines to eliminate possible noise due
to electrostatic fields or precipitation static. Following the dry-
dock period, a complete VLF system calibration and checkout was per-
formed. The tests indicated a much lower radiated hum level than on
previous cruises.

The 1/IF programs performed satisfactorily during the cruise. Synoptic
recordings of broad-band and narrow-band receivers were recorded and
analyzed. Special recordings in connection with the OGO satellite were
taken on the 12th, 17th, 19th, and 25th of February. There was rela-
tively little whistler activity, possibly because of the lower rate of
incidence of thunderstorms in the Northern Hemisphere. Some VLF emis-
sions were received on the 7th and 8th of February between 1000 and
2000 GMT. These were identified as continuous events with constant and
slowly varying pitch. Sane risers were observed. No echo activity
from the NPG or NSS transmitting stations was noted. An auroral dis-
play on the 10th of February in the vicinity of Macquarie Island did
not correlate with any 1/IF activity.

McMurdo Station

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: All instruments
functioned normally.

Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards (Bartol Re-
search Foundation Observer): A solar particle event was detected by
the forward scatter receivers on the 5th.

Ionospheric Absorption, Douglas Aircraft Company: Operation
of the equipment proceeded normally. A micraneteorite collection ex-
periment was initiated in the windy crater area near the laboratory.



Geodetic Satellite Observations, New Mexico State University:
The tracking station equipment checkout began in early February with
the normal number of malfunctions being encountered. The first satel-
lite data were taken on the 5th and data from several passes were
transmitted to Johns Hopkins University to determine their quality.
In all,. I117 satellite passes were tracked in February and data fran
366 were mailed to Johns Hopkins.

South Pole Station

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: Ope-
rations were normal during the final equipment checkout.

Cosmic Rays, Bartol Research Foundation: The cosmic ray
building has been completely covered with copper screening and all
interference from the C-3 sounder has been eliminated. The calibration
sources were moved to a safe in the science building. Data processing
is on schedule.

Forward Scatter, National Bureau of Standards: The receiver
for the Byrd-Pole link operated well and good data were obtained on the
solar emission event of the 5th. A new crystal filter was installed on
the 18th. Continued construction activities precluded the installation
of a new transmitter cable but this will eventually have to be done as
evidenced by a3 db. drop in signal strength since the 18th.

Geomagnetism, U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey: Some minor re-
pairs were completed on the workshop and storage area. The equipment
performed well and no serious difficulties were encountered. Fourteen
sets of baseline value and four sets of scale value were taken. The
average of the absolutes were:

1declination	27024-51
horizontal field	15,895 g.
vertical field	56,555 g.

Ionospheric Soundings National Bureau of Standards: The
sounder operated well. There was some deterioration of the F2 layer
and increased absorption towards the end of the month. The AFM unit
was overhauled and all marks now appear except the 1 Mc./s. mark.
Operation of the relay panel and the power supply was considerably im-
proved by the installation of new surge resistors. The 20-ohm surge
resistor in the APS- )+O was changed back to three ohms and a 2-1/2 A.
circuit breaker was installed.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The
riometer operated normally.

VLF, Stanford University: All operations were normal.
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Special recordings were made from the 1st through the 12th to assist
in the checkout of the University of Washington long-line antenna to
Byrd Station.

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U. S. STATIONS

The Soviet Exchange Scientist at McMurdo, Dr. Igor' A. Zotikov, made
several excursions in the McMurdo Sound area to study glacial features.
He visited the Dailey Islands, Williams Field, Helen Glacier Tongue and
Lake Fryxell, The equipment for measuring temperature gradients in the
ice near Williams Field was prepared.

Dr. G. W. Gevers from the University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg
completed his geological observations and departed from the Antarctic
on January 29.

Dr. Dietland Mtiller from the University of Freiburg, who has been con-
ducting penguin studies at Hallett Station, completed his project and
departed for McMurdo on February

Dr. B. E. Hobbs, Australian geologist from the University of Sydney,
and his party, completed geological work in the Dry Valley areas and
departed McMurdo for Christchurch on the 4th. Dr. Philip D. Tilley,
Department of Geography, University of Sydney, finished his loess stu-
dies and departed for Christchurch on February 2.

U.S. SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS

Dr. I. Mackenzie Lamb, biologist from Harvard University, and his party
visited Palmer Station and returned to the Argentine Station at Mel-
chior Island on February 8.

Dr. John C. Crowell, University of California, and his party completed
the investigations of tillites in the Falkland Islands and returned to
the United States.

Mr. George H. Meyer from the University of Texas, U. S. Exchange Scien-
tist with the Soviet Expedition, traveled aboard a Russian ship from
Molodezhnaya to Novolazarevskaya and returned to Mirnyy, where he will
be conducting microbiological studies during the winter.

**************
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SUMMARY OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS - FEBRUARY 1965

Byrd	Eights	McMurdo	So. Pole	Little J
Temperature, °C,

Average	-19.5	-17.8	- 6.	-39.9	-14.6
Highest	- 5.6/18#	- 3 . 9/07#	o.6/o6#	-26.1/06#	- 6.6/187
Lowest	-31.1/11#	-33.9/17#	-16.6/27#	-52.5/28#	-28.1/23

Station Pressure (Inches)
Average	24.268	28.136	29.585.	20.53	29.1425
Highest	21l..63/l6#	30. 30L1*/28# 29. 980*/28#	20.82/l6#	29.818*/
Lowest	2376/13#	29.099*/07# 29.2OO*/l1.#	20.28/l3#	29.18o*/:

o8	0.72 (7)	0.0

	

1303 (7)	Trace
Precipitation (Inches)
Snowfall (Inches)

Wind
Prevailing Direction
Average speed (Knots)
Fastest mile (MPH)
Peak gust (Knots)

Average Sky Cover
No0 clear days
No0 partly cloudy
No. cloudy days

0.0
Trace

NE
10.1
30/N/06#

LI0!I.

12
9
7

409"ON

SSW
10.0

67/s/n#

6.9
2
6
16

LAJ

No0 days with visibility
less than i/li- mile	3	2	6	1	9

No. Radiosondes	51	- - -	50	23	- - -
Avg. height of Radio-

sondes (m)	3012137	- - -	31,822	27,567	- - -
No. Ozonesondes	4	- - -	- - -	5	- - -
Avg0 height of Ozone-

sondes (m)	341263	- - -	- - -	31,391	- - -
No. Radiometersondes	- - -	- - -	- - -	- - -	- - -
Avg. height of Radio-

metersondes (m)	- - -	- - -	- - -	- - -	- - -
All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed
* Sea-level pressure
XX North defined along O0Greenwich	# Date of occurrence
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